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Abstract 

We show that the well-known translation invariant ground states 
and the recently discovered kink and antikink ground states are the 
complete set of pure infinite-volume ground states (in the sense of local 
stability) of the spin-5 ferromagnetic XXZ chains with Hamiltonian 

H = - EJS^S^ 4- Si2)S% + ASi^S^l for all A > 1, and all 
5 € |N. For the isotropic model (A = 1) we show that all ground 
states are translation invariant. 

For the proof of these statements we propose a strategy for demon- 
strating completeness of the list of the pure infinite-volume ground 
states of a quantum many-body system, of which the present results 
for the XXX and XXZ chains can be seen as an example. The result 
for A > 1 can also be proved by an easy extension to general S of the 
method used in [T. Matsui, Lett. Math. Phys. 37 (1996) 397] for the 
spin-1/2 ferromagnetic XXZ chain with A > 1. However, our proof is 
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different and does not rely on the existence of a spectral gap. In par- 
ticular, it also works to prove absence of non-translationally invariant 
ground states for the isotropic chains (A = 1), which have a gapless 
excitation spectrum. 

Our results show that, while any small amount of the anisotropy is 
enough to stabilize the domain walls against the quantum fluctuations, 
no boundary condition exists that would stabilize a domain wall in the 
isotropic model (A = 1). 

1    Introduction 

In this paper we consider the ground states of the spin-5 ferromagnetic XXZ 
chains with formal Hamiltonian 

H = - £ [sil)S^ + SWS& + ASWS&] (1.1) 
X 

for all A > 1, and all S' G ^N. Our main objective is to show that the known 
ground states of these models are the complete set of ground states in the 
sense of stability under local perturbations. In the isotropic case (A = 1) all 
ground states are translation invariant. For the anisotropic ferromagnetic 
XXZ chains (A > 1), non-translation invariant ground states (kinks and 
antikinks) were recently discovered, independently by Alcaraz, Salinas, and 
Wreszinski [1] and Gottstein and Werner [2]. See Section 3 for a detailed 
description of these states. 

Before we describe in detail our results, we explain the somewhat sur- 
prising insights that the detailed study of the XXZ ferromagnets has brought 
along. We believe that from this and other simple models one can obtain 
interesting information about the nature and the effects of quantum fluctua- 
tions, with relevance for a variety of phenomena in magnetism and interface 
physics. 

In the absence of an external field and at low temperatures real ferro- 
magnets usually exhibit domain wall structures. But it is commonly believed 
that pinning effects due to impurities and defects are crucial to stabilize do- 
main walls against quantum fluctuations [3-7]. In other words, in models of 
quantum ferromagnetism that do not incorporate impurities or defects, one 
should not expect to find stable domain walls because they are destroyed 
by quantum fluctuations. While pinning may still be important to keep the 
domain walls from wandering around, the results for the XXZ Heisenberg 
model mentioned above, show that an arbitrary small amount of anisotropy 
is sometimes enough to stabilize interfaces against the quantum fluctuations. 

A natural question, which is the subject of this paper, is whether or 
not one can obtain other ground states, e.g., that have interfaces with a 
different geometry or internal structure.   Is it possible to construct more 
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infinite-volume ground states, e.g., by imposing radically different boundary 
conditions and taking thermodynamic limits? The standard mathematical 
formulation of this question is in terms of the local stability condition: what 
is the complete set of infinite-volume ground states u satisfying 

lim u(A*[HA, A]) > 0,    for all A e Aloc ? (1.2) 
A—y&j 

The notations are explained and more details are given in Section 2. See 
[8] for an informative discussion of the problem of obtaining all states by 
imposing different boundary conditions. 

The first result in this direction is due to Matsui [9]. For the spin-1/2 
XXZ chain with A > 1, he proved that any pure infinite-volume ground 
state is either the all spins up, the all spins down, a kink, or an antikink 
state, i.e., the set of states given in [1] and [2] is the complete set. Matsui's 
proof, however, relies on rather special properties of the model. In particu- 
lar, his method cannot be used to treat the isotropic (XXX) ferromagnetic 
chain which has a gapless excitation spectrum. The most important con- 
tribution in this paper is the proof that all the ground states of the XXX 
ferromagnetic chain are translation invariant. Our strategy also gives a new 
proof of completeness in the case of the XXZ chains, for all values of the 
spin. We also believe that our method can be adapted to other models. 
Absence of non-translation invariant ground states for the AKLT model [10] 
was recently proved in [11]. 

It is often said that the local stability definition of ground state (1.2), 
although natural both from the theoretical and experimental point of view, 
is of little practical use, because, until recently, it seemed impossible to find 
all its solution for a non-trivial quantum model. Even in cases where there 
is general agreement about what the full set of ground states should be, 
it was impossible to show that the known set of ground states is indeed 
the complete set (see the comments at the end of Section 6.2 in volume 2 
of [12]). It remains true that extracting interesting information from the local 
stability inequalities alone, is usually quite difficult. But we hope to convince 
the reader that by combining it with other ideas (zero-energy states) and by 
using equivalent formulations, such as the one due to Bratteli, Kishimoto, 
and Robinson (see Theorem 2.3), interesting progress can be made. 

Our result for the XXX chains should not be confused with another, very 
interesting, completeness result for the XXX ferromagnetic chain. In [13] 
Babbitt and Thomas proved that the Bethe Ansatz states lead to a complete 
resolution of the identity (Plancherel formula) in the GNS representation of 
any of its pure translation invariant ground states. These two completeness 
results nicely complement each other. 

The present paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present our 
main results (Theorem 2.1 for the anisotropic and Theorem 2.2 for the 
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isotropic chains). We also give a schematic description of the proof. In 
the proofs we use some properties of the finite-volume and infinite-volume 
zero-energy ground states of the XXZ chains. These are presented in Section 
3. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof of Theorem 
2.2 is in Section 5. 

2    Main results and structure of the proof 

In this section we limit ourselves to present a precise statement of the main 
results and an outline of the proof. More detailed definitions and notations, 
as well as additional results, are discussed in the next section. 

A natural way of defining a quantum spin model is by specifying its 
Heisenberg dynamics, or, equivalently, the generator of this dynamics, 5, 
given as a densely defined closed operator on the algebra of quasi-local ob- 
servables of the spin chain. For a chain of spin-S' degrees of freedom, the 
algebra of quasi-local observables A is the C*-inductive limit (= the com- 
pletion for the operator norm) of the strictly local observables 

Aoc - |J AA,    AA = (g)Mc(25 + 1), (2.1) 
ACZ x€A 

where the union is over finite subsets of the integers, and M(c(2S'+l) denotes 
the complex (2S + 1) x (25 4-1) matrices. 

The local Hamiltonians and the basis observables are usually expressed 
in terms of the spin matrices Sx , Sx , Sx , which are the generators of 
the (25 + l)-dimensional irreducible unitary representation of SU(2). The 
subscript x E Z refers to the site in the chain, i.e., the factor in the tensor 
product, with which these matrices are associated. The local Hamiltonians 
for the ferromagnetic XXZ chains are given by 

- E [^1)5Si + ^Si + A5M3i] = HL e AhL,L].       (2.2) 
x=—L 

Here A is the anisotropy parameter and we will always assume A > 1. The 
generator of the dynamics is then defined by 

5(A) =  \im[HL,A} (2.3) 
L—>oo 

in the sense that 

A(t) = exp(it8)A,    for all A € A. (2.4) 
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By definition, a state LJ, i.e., a positive normalized linear functional, on 
A is a ground state of the model iff 

u){A*5(A)) = lira w{A*[HL, A]) > 0,    for all A e A. (2.5) 
L—^oo 

This inequality expresses the property that any local perturbation of u has 
a total energy at least equal to the energy of the unperturbed state. So, 
ground states minimize the energy locally. 

The solutions of (2.5) can be described as follows: 

1. If A = 1 (the isotropic case), all solutions are translation invariant. 
The support of the finite-volume restrictions of any ground state is 
contained in the subspace of maximal total spin. This means that 
these states are, in fact, permutation invariant. In the case S = 1/2, 
they are all permutation invariant states. For S > 1/2, there are 
permutation invariant states that are not ground states. 

2. If A > 1, there are two translation invariant ground states, u^ and CJ^, 

which are characterized by the property 

u;t(S(3)) = +5,    V^SW) = -5, for all x e Z. (2.6) 

In addition to these two, there are two infinite sets of pure non- 
translation invariant ground states, called kinks and antikinks. The 
kink ground states approach cu^ as x —> — oo and a;^ as x —> +oo. For 
antikink states the roles of plus and minus infinity are reversed. 

These ground states were all known from the previous works [1,2]. For 
more detailed properties we refer to the next section. In this paper we prove 
that they are the complete set of solutions of (2.5). This is the content of 
the following two theorems: 

Theorem 2.1. For the spin-S XXZ ferromagnetic chain with the anisotro- 
pic coupling A > 1, the following statements are valid: There are two trans- 
lation invariant pure ground states, namely u^ and o;^ determined by (2.6). 
Any pure infinite-volume ground state that is not translation invariant is 
either a kink, or an antikink ground state, belonging to the set described 
in [2]. 

Theorem 2.2. In the spin-S ferromagnetic Heisenberg chain with the iso- 
tropic coupling A = 1, all ground states (i.e., all solutions of (2.5)) are 
translation invariant. 
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By combining these two theorems with previously known results, in par- 
ticular [2], one can also prove that any pure infinite-volume ground state can 
be obtained as a thermodynamic limit of finite-volume states determined by 
eigenvectors of the finite-volume Hamiltonians with simple boundary terms. 
E.g., for A > 1, any pure infinite-volume ground state to that is not transla- 
tion invariant satisfies 

w*- lim (*) O T-.n — UJ+ and  w*- lim u) o rn = CJI , (2.7) 
n—>oo n—>-oo 

or 

w*- lim CJ o r_n = uj\ and  w*- lim CJ o rn = u;+, (2.8) 
n—>oo 

where u^ and 0;^ are the states defined in (2.6). Here TJ is the lattice trans- 
lation by j sites, i.e., Tj^) E AA+J, for all A G AA. For any state a;, u o TJ 

is the state obtained by translation of u over j lattice spacings. In the first 
case (2.7), u is the thermodynamic limit of finite-volume ground states of 
the local Hamiltonians H^~ defined in (3.4). In the second case (2.8), the 
same holds with the local Hamiltonians H^+. For a more detailed version 
of Theorem 2.1 see Section 4. 

Next, we give a brief outline of the proof of Theorem 2.1. The steps are 
formulated in a more general setting than just the XXZ chain, because this 
makes clear how one might generalize the result. In general, each step is a 
non-trivial problem, but in the case of the XXZ chain we have completed 
each of them. For a description of the proof of Theorem 2.2, which is closely 
related to the proof of Theorem 2.1, see Section 5. 

Step 1. The first step is to determine the possible asymptotic behav- 
ior. This is relatively easy for one-dimensional systems. One only needs to 
determine the following sets of wMimit points of arbitrary ground states: 

Z/P+ := w*-limit points of {UJ O Tn \ u satisfies (2.5), and n > 0}, (2.9) 

LP_ := w*-limit points of {u o rn | u satisfies (2.5), and n < 0}.(2.10) 

In reflection symmetric models such as the XXZ chain, LP_ = LP+ — LP, 
and we can, for simplicity, assume we are in this situation. In general, LP 
is a convex set of states. For convenience, let us also assume it is a finite- 
dimensional simplex consisting of translation invariant ground states of the 
model. In the case of the XXZ model with A > 1 this is the case and LP 
is the segment {tco^ + (1 — t)uji \ 0 < t < 1}. For the isotropic case LP is 
also the set of translation invariant ground states, but the set of extreme 
points (the pure states) is infinite due to the continuous rotation symmetry. 
Everything below can be adapted to handle also this case. Denote by LPQ 

the set of pure states in LP. 
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Step 2. Next, construct orthogonal projections P^ G A\QZ, £ G LPQ, such 
that 

ZiPJnStw      forall^r/ELPo. (2.11) 

Such projections always exist on the basis of general abstract arguments [12], 
and one can assume that ^^ P^ = 11. 

Step 3. Then one shows that for all pairs of pure states £,77 G LP05 the 
finite volume Hamiltonian can be written in the form 

#[%= E ^li+^,7?) (2-12) 
a;=-L-l 

for a suitable choice of the interaction h^+i > 0 and boundary terms W| ' , 
such that there is a ground state u^w) of the model with left and right 

asymptotics given by f and rj respectively, and such that ^'^H^i+i) = 0? 

for all x G Z, i.e., a/^ is a zero-energy ground state of the set of local 

Hamiltonians -ffrff M in the sense of [2]. We assume that the complete set 

of zero-energy ground states of {#r_£ n) 'ls known, which is the case for the 

XXX and XXZ chains. For the XXZ chain the u^^ are the known ground 
states described above. The aim is to prove that any ground state u in the 
sense of (2.5) is a convex combination of zero-energy ground states. 

Step 4" An arbitrary ground state can now be decomposed according to 
its left and right asymptotics, using the projections satisfying (2.11): 

«;(...)«    £    a;(r_a(P^(...)r6(P7?)),     a,6»l. (2.13) 
toeLPo 

Next, we use the following theorem due to Bratteli, Kishimoto, and Robinson 
[14]. 

Theorem 2.3. Let H^ be a set of local Hamiltonians of the form JHA = 
HAUOA + WA where WA G AA

C
 are arbitrary boundary terms, and dA C Ac. 

A state uo is a ground state in the sense of (2.5) iff u satisfies 

u>{HK) = inf {J{HK) I J € Ct) (2.14) 

/or all finite A, and where 

C% := {d, a state on A | u/(A) = u{A) for all A € AAC } . (2.15) 
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The difficult part is to construct suitable a/ E C^, and to prove an energy 
estimate for them. This is done by inserting a piece of the state UJ^^ into 
a;(r_a(P^)( • • • ^(.P^)) appearing in the decomposition according to left and 
right asymptotics, and by using the appropriate boundary terms. By ap- 
plying Theorem 2.3, one then obtains that the states a;(r_a(P^)( • • • )ri)(Prt)) 
satisfy 

lim  uiT-aWh^niPr,)) = 0 (2-16) 

for all x G Z. In combination with Step 3, it then follows that a; is a convex 
combination of zero-energy ground states. 

From the outline above it is clear that the notion zero-energy ground 
states plays an important role in our completeness proof. We expect, how- 
ever, that weaker notions can be substituted for it. E.g., the zero-energy 
condition is only used asymptotically, i.e., in the thermodynamic limit. A 
similar approach was reported by Matsui [15]. 

3    Notations and Auxiliary Results 

3.1    Notations 

We consider the standard ferromagnetic XXZ chain with arbitrary spin. The 
volumes A we consider will always be finite unions of intervals [a, b] C Z, and 
the half-infinite intervals of the form [a, +oo) and (—oo, b]. The boundary of 
A, 9A, is defined by 

<9A = {x e Z \ A | {x - 1, x + 1} n A 7^ 0}. (3.1) 

E.g., if A = [a, 6], dA = {a -1,6 + 1}, and A U<9A = [a -1,6 + 1]. The finite 
volume Hamiltonians of the XXZ Heisenberg chain are given by 

6-1 

#A = 2_^ hx^x+i (3.2) 

for all a < b £ Z, and where 

W := -A"1 [S^S% 4- S^i] - [S^S^ - S' , for all x G Z. 

(3-3) 

Here A > 1 is the anisotropic coupling, and 5 = 1/2,1,3/2,.... The nor- 
malization of the interactions (3.3) is such that one can consider the limit 
A -* oo without difficulty. In this limit the models become the ferromag- 
netic classical Ising chains with spin-5. If Ai fl A2 = 0, -ffA1uA2 — ^Ai +-#A2- 
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This determines the Hamiltonians for all A that are finite unions of finite 
intervals. 

For the description of the kink and the antikink ground states we intro- 
duce two other Hamiltonians with specific boundary terms as follows:  for 
any A = [a, 6], 

Ht-=HAudA + A(A) 

and 

H7+ = H. AUdA A(A) 

?(3) 
'6+1 

7(3) 
'6+1 

?(3) 
'a-1 

?(3) 
'a-l 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where A (A) := S\/l — A-2. We will use the convention that tildes indicate 
that the local Hamiltonians include boundary terms. Typically, one has 
that JBTA £ A\udA7 while H\ G AA- The particular boundary terms in (3.4) 
and (3.5) make the quantum group SUq(2) symmetry that the XXZ chains 
possess explicit [16]. These are the local Hamiltonians studied in [1,2,17]. 
For convenience we also put 

Hl+ = Hr = -^AuaA (3.6) 

We will also use the notation 

>&i = -A"1 ]s£)sui + s?)sv>; 

- 'svs%-s>\ + A(A) "c(3) -sf (3.7) 

C+i = -A_1 "9(1) QW    + <?(2)c(2)  " Jx   Jx+l ^ 'Dx   Jx+l 

- 'si^s^i - 52; -.4(A) [0(3) -sf>~ (3.8) 

and 

hx,x+l = hx,x+l =: ^x+l- (3.9) 

Note that for a,/3 = i, we have 

b 

11 [a*] -    Z-J 
hafi n

x,x+V (3.10) 
x—a—1 

In the case of a/3 = H— and a/3 = —h, the boundary terms in corresponding 
Hamiltonians allow for ground states with a kink, or an antikink [1,2]. 

3.2     Properties of the ground states 

For the proof of Theorem 2.1 we will use detailed properties of the known 
ground states of the XXZ chain. In this section we bring together the prop- 
erties known in the literature and prove some additional results that we 
need. 
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3.2.1     Finite-volume ground states 

Consider the spin-S XXZ ferromagnetic chain given by 

< = EC+i (3-11) 
x—a 

with the anisotropic coupling A > 1 and with A U <9A — [a, 6], and where 
^'xtx+i has been defined in (3.7-3.9). For concreteness we consider the case 
a = — ,/3 = +. The case a = +,(3 — — is identical up to a reflection. The 
cases a — (3 — +, and a = (3 — — are trivial. The ground state given by 
Alcaraz, Salinas and Wreszinski [1] is 

*£]=£   11   qx{S-mM™x)\{™x}), (3.12) 
mx xe[a,b} 

where mx is the third component of the spin at the site x with the range 
—S < mx < 5, and the sum is restricted to the configurations {mx} of 
the spins for which Y^x m^ =: M. The parameter q is defined by 1 < A = 
{Q + <?_1)/2 with 0 < q < 1, and the weights w(mx) are given by 

w(m) = \   77i KrTTi TT- (3-13) v    '      y {S - m)\{S + m)\ v       ; 

One can easily show that h~*+1&a J, = 0 for any x G [a, b — 1].   Thus we 

have jy^^L/J — 0- Since h~*+1 > 0, the vector $r^ J is a ground state of 

the Hamiltonian H^ of (3.11). Further this ground state ^L J is unique in 
the sector of the fixed magnetization M from the Perron-Frobenius theorem. 

Following [2], we introduce a vector 

frSi ==£*£]= ® ** (3-14) 

with 

S 

**:=    E   ^(5"^)^(^)|mx). (3.15) 
mx — — S 

The norm of x^ can be easily computed as 

\\xA = {i + q2x)s ■ (3.16) 

Therefore the normalized vector is 

%M ■=   ® ** (3-17) 
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with 

i s- 

Xx := ,,       , ,5    E   ?l(S-mi)^(^)K). (3.18) 

We denote by ^""t the corresponding state, i.e., the expectation 

^j](-) = (*raj],(-)*rflj]). (3.i9) 

Clearly this is an antikink with the center at the origin. Similarly we can 
construct the kink ^Ti which is the reflection of the antikink centered at 
the origin. 

(3) The probability of finding Sx    ^ aS at the site x is given by 

Prob^J (s£3> # aS) := ^+(11 - If),    for a = ±, (3.20) 

where P^ are the projections onto the state with the spin Sx    — S at the 
(3) site x for the plus sign, and the state with Sx — — S for the minus sign. 

Similarly we define by Probj^ (Sx ^ OLS\ the corresponding probabilities 

for the kink ^Ti. 

Lemma 3.1.   Tht following estimates are valid: 

Prob^+j (5^ 96 a,?) < 2 Vax,    V a = ±, (3.21) 

ProbJ", (5^ # aS) < 2Sq-2ax,    for a = ±. (3.22) 

Proof. The probability of finding 5^    — 5 at the site a; is given by 

from (3.17), (3.18), and (3.19). Therefore 

ProbM (43) # 5) = 1 - (1 + ^)25 < 1 - e-2^2* < 25^,       (3.24) 

where we have used the following two inequalities: 1 + u < eu for u > 0, and 
1 - e~v < v for v > 0. The rest are treated in the same way. □ 
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3.2.2     Infinite-volume ground states 

All pure ground states -at this point, we should rather say, all known pure 
ground states-, of the ferromagnetic XXZ chains happen to be zero-energy 
ground states, i.e., if u; is a pure ground state of a spin-S' ferromagnetic XXZ 
chain, then there is a choice of a, (3 = ± such that 

w(/£j+i) = 0,     for all x G Z. (3.25) 

It is known from the work of Gottstein and Werner [2] (and some straightfor- 
ward generalizations thereof) that the following list describes all zero-energy 
ground states of these models: 

• If A = 1, all zero-energy ground states are translation invariant and the 
pure zero-energy ground states are all rotations of the state determined 
by 

Wt(s(.3)) = 5,      for all x £ Z. (3.26) 

This means that there is g E SU(2) such that 

u(A) = ujt(Rg{A)),     for all A 6 A, (3.27) 

where the rotation automorphism Rg is determined by 

Rg(A) = (g) U:(g)AUx(g),     for all A e AA, (3.28) 
xGA 

where U*{g) is the (25 + l)-dimensional irreducible unitary represen- 
tation of SU(2) acting on the state space at site x. It is then clear that 
any zero-energy ground state of the isotropic chain is invariant under 
arbitrary permutations of the sites of the chain. 

• If A > 1, as mentioned before, not all zero-energy ground states are 
translation invariant. 

1. There are two translation invariant zero-energy ground states, LU^ 

and o^, respectively determined by 

a;t(4
3)) = 5, and cv^S^) = -5,      for all x e Z.       (3.29) 

2. There is an infinite family of pure kink ground states, which are 
all obtained as thermodynamic limits of the finite-volume ground 
states of the Hamiltonians H^~, described in the previous para- 
graphs. For a more detailed description of the resulting space of 
states see [2]. The kink ground states satisfy 

^t-+1) = 0. (3-30) 

Note that the translation invariant ground states have zero energy 
for each of the interactions h^x+1. 
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3. There is an infinite family of pure antikink ground states which 
can be obtained from the kink ground states either by reflection 
(interchanging left and right), or by a rotation over TT about an 
axis in the XY plane (spin flip, interchanging up and down). All 
antikink ground states satisfy 

w(^)x+i)=0. (3-31) 

Gottstein and Werner [2] also prove that if a; is a pure zero-energy ground 
state of the XXZ chains with local Hamiltonians H^+, then exactly one of 
the following must be true: 

• Either u is translation invariant, and it is then either t^ or CJ^, 

• or u is represented by a unit vector in the GNS Hilbert space of the 
state UJQ obtained by the following thermodynamic limit: 

MA)=   Um     lim  Ct(A) (3.32) 
b—>+oo CL—>—oo [a,b]K 

which describes an antikink centered at the origin. Here ipr^ is given 

by (3.19). For a description of the GNS representation TT^Q of CJQ, and 
the GNS Hilbert space H^Q, see [2] or [17]. So, in this case there is a 
vector ip G V,^, such that for all A G A 

u(A) = (TP,nW0(A)Tp) ■ (3-33) 

Moreover, ip belongs to the kernel of the GNS Hamiltonian. Together with 
Theorem 4.4, this result (and its analogue for kink states) also proves that all 
infinite-volume ground states of the XXZ chains are thermodynamic limits 
of finite-volume ground states of local Hamiltonians with one-site boundary 
terms as, e.g., the H^f defined in (3.5-3.6). 

4    Proof of Theorem 2.1 

We begin with three short lemmas that will be used in the proof of Theorem 
2.1 and Theorem 2.2. 

Lemma 4.1. Let H[a^ = ^x_a_i hXiX+i be local Hamiltonians with a trans- 
lation invariant interaction satisfying 0 < /i^x+i < /il, and suppose there 
exists a state 77 of A such that ^(/i^+i) = 0, for all x G Z. Then, if u is a 
ground state, i.e., u satisfies (2.5), we have 

0<uj(H[atb])<2h (4.1) 

for all a < b G Z, and 

lim   u(hXiX+i) = 0. (4.2) 
x—>±oo 
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Proof. Since hXtX+i > 0, we get the lower bound.   To obtain the upper 
bound, we consider the trial state 

^ = ^[a5^®%,6], (4.3) 

where the subscripts denote the restriction to the algebra on the correspond- 
ing subvolume. Then, by Theorem 2.3, we have 

u {H[aM)  ^ ^ (■%,*]) = (^[0,6]* ® V[a,b]) (K-ha + ^,6+1) < 2/l.        (4.4) 

This proves (4.1). Prom (4.1) it follows that lima^jff^]) is a convergent 
sum of non-negative terms terms and, hence, (4.2) is obvious. □ 

Lemma 4.2. Suppose an E Z such that either lim^a^ = +oo or limnan = 
—oo; and suppose u is a ground state of the spin—S XXZ chain with A > 1. 
If there exists 

lima;oTan = r?, (4.5) 
n 

then there exists t E [0,1] such that 

r] = tcjt + (1 - t)u>^ (4.6) 

where u^- and u^ are the "up" and "down" ground states defined in (2.6). 

Proof. By Lemma 4.1 we have that 77 is a zero-energy ground state with 

^(^x,x+i) = 0, for all x e Z. (4.7) 

This implies that 77 is a convex combination of the two translation invariant 
zero-energy ground states cj-f and CJJ,. □ 

We will use the following elementary lemma in our estimates. 

Lemma 4.3. Let to be a state of a C*-algebra A, and suppose P E A is an 
orthogonal projection.  Then, for all A € A we have 

\u(A) - u{PAP)\ < 2y/l - u)(P)\\A\\. (4.8) 

Proof. Note that 

u(A) - u;{PAP) = UJ{A(1 - P)) + u((l - P)AP). (4.9) 

The two terms in the right-hand side can be estimated using the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality for the positive sesqui-linear form (X,Y) »-> UJ(X*Y): 

\LU{A{1 - P))\2 < u(l - P)CJ{AA*), (4.10) 

|a;((ll - P)AP)\2 < u(l - P)UJ{PAA*P). (4.11) 

As u(AA*) and u{PAA*P) are both bounded by ||A||2, the result follows. 
D 
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The set of all states of A is w*-compact. Therefore, for any state u there 
are sequences an of integers, with limn an — +00, and such that the w*- 
limits of CJ o Tan and u o T_an exist. The following theorem is then sufficient 
to prove Theorem 2.1. 

Theorem 4.4. Let LU be any ground state of the spin-S XXZ ferromagnetic 
chain with anisotropic coupling A > 1, and let [an,6n] be a sequence of 
intervals tending to Z (i.e., an —> —00 and bn -> +oo^; such that 

w*- lim a; o r_an = CJ-QQ = t-ooa;^ + (1 - t-^uju (4.12) 
n—>-oo 

and 

w*- lim ujoTbn= u+oo = t+00uj+ + (1 - t+oo)^i• (4-13) 
n—)-oo 

-ffere ^±00 € [0,1].  Then the following properties hold: 
i) UJ has well-defined asymptotics, i.e., 

w*- lim u) o Tin = u;Too (4.14) 

ii^ a; has a convex decomposition as follows 

a, = r1"^ + i"~u;+ +1+~^+" + t"+^"+, (4.15) 

where the states (p+~ and cp   ^ satisfy, for all x G Z; 

V+-(/»S+i) = 0,    ^(/i-^!) = 0. (4.16) 

Note that the complete list of such states (/?+~ and ip'^ is known due 
to the work of Gottstein and Werner described in the previous section. The 
state (/?+~ is a convex combination of the translations of a kink state, and 
(/?"~+ is a convex combination of the translations of an antikink state. The 
following relations between the convex combination coefficients are obvious: 

t-oo - t++ + t+-,    t+00 = *-+ + *++. (4.17) 

Proof. We use the Bratteli-Kishimoto-Robinson characterization of ground 
states stated in Theorem 2.3. A suitable choice for the boundary terms is: 

W[aM = -2SA(A) (P+^+i + Pa-iPb
+

+i), (4-18) 

where P^ are the projections onto the state with Sx = S at the site x 

for the plus sign, and the state with Sx = —5 for the minus sign. The 
corresponding local Hamiltonian is 

b 

^[a,6]=   Yl   hx,x+i + W[aM. (4.19) 
x=a—1 
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First, we will show that for any ground state u satisfying the assumptions 
of the theorem the quantity E\(u) defined by 

EA{u) = inf{u;'(iyA) | ci/Ac = uAc} (4.20) 

tends to zero as A = [a^frn] t Z by showing that liminfn£?[anj5n](c(;) > 
0 (part a), and limsupn-E?[an,6n](^) ^ 0 (part b). This fact can then be 
combined with the assumed asymptotics (4.12 -4.13) to complete the proof 
of the theorem (see part c). 

a) Proof of liminfn E[anibn](uj) > 0. 
We write 

PX = P+ + P-. (4.21) 

The assumed asymptotic behavior of u> implies that for any e > 0, there 
exists N such that, for all n > N, we have 

w^-P^-O^e, (4.22) 

^Pan-i^-P^))<^ (4-23) 

^re-iA^-ii^-i) < e,      if a jt 13   for any A^^ e ^{an_1}(4.24) 

and similar inequalities hold with an — 1 replaced by bn + 1. Clearly, for 
A = [a^, 6n],n > TV, any a/ such that CJ^C = C^AC satisfies the same inequali- 
ties. In order to estimate the finite-volume energy of such a/, first introduce 
resolutions of the identity at the site an — 1 as follows 

+ J{Pan^H[anM{t - Pa^)) + Uf((l - Pa^H^^Pa^) 
+ u/((l - Pa^H^^t - Pa^)).     (4.25) 

From (4.22), the non-vanishing terms are the first and the fourth ones. The 
fourth term is non-negative. In fact it is written as 

J{{l-Pan_l)H[anM{t-Pan^)) = 
bn 

£   a;'((]l-Pttn_1)/ix>!B+i(]l-PaB_1))>0   (4.26) 
x=an—1 

because the contribution from the boundary term VF^^] of (4.18) is van- 
ishing. We decompose the first term in the right-hand side of (4.25) as 

^'(^an-l^On^nl^an-l)  = ^ (Pan -l^n^n] Pan -1) 

+ ^(Pan-AanM
Pan-l) + "'(Pan-Aan MPan-l) 

+ u;\P^_1H[anMPa-n_1).    (4.27) 
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From (4.24), the only non- vanishing terms are of the form 
ul'(P^n_1H[anybnjP^n_l). Since similar properties hold for the site bn + 1, 
we have only to treat the forms 

^(Pan-lPLAanK}Pan-lPLl) (4-28) 
as the rest of non-vanishing contributions. We show that these are non- 
negative. To do this we consider the following decompositions of the Hamil- 
tonian: 

BM = *$,] + **& (4-29) 

with 

^M := A^ [\(a - ® (^-l - C) " 2S (Pa-lPb-+l + Pa-lPb
+

+l) 
(4.30) 

Using this expression, one can easily show 

P^Pb
P
+1H[aMPa%Pb

P
+1 = P^P^H^P^P^ > 0. (4.31) 

Clearly the corresponding terms in the expectation are non-negative. Thus, 
we have shown that 

u(H[antbn]) >-Cxe, (4.32) 

where C is a positive constant and as e > 0 is arbitrary, this proves 
liminfn£[an)6n](u;) > 0. 

b) Proof oflimsupnE[anM{uj) < 0. 
In order to obtain an upper bound implying that also limsupjEA^) = 0, we 
choose a trial state a/ defined as follows: 

u/=   Y^  ZaP + £' (4.33) 

with 

^ = K+iK-i] ® wK+i^-i]^C<( • • • )PanPL) (4-34) 
and 

^ = ^K + l^-l] ® W[«„+l,6»-l]«((l - PanPbJi- ••)(!- PanPbJ),       (4-35) 

where ^|~^+1 b _1^ is given by (3.19), i.e., the antikink centered at the origin, 

^|a~+i b -il ls ^e ki11^ which is the reflection of the kink, and ^aa is the 

state with all spins Sx    = aS for a = ±. 
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Before making the energy estimates, we check that a/(^4) = v(A) for all 
A G A[anibn]c- This is verified as follows: 

u/(A)=   J2 ?*{*)+fM (4-36) 

=    Y,   "(P^P^+UlW-PaMA) 
aJJ=± 

= a;(PanP6n^) + UJ((1 - PanPbn)A) = UJ(A) (4.37) 

for A E A[an,bn]c. 
To compute the energy of each term we again use the decomposition 

(4.29). The interior terms of the Hamiltonian, i.e., Hi^+2b 2-,, are identi- 
cally zero. Therefore we have 

ta0 (U \—i:0!p(haP ,   ha0 ,   rafi ,   rctfi \ 

and 

€' (^[an,6n]J = €' (han-l,an + hanjan+l + hbn-lK + hbn,bn+l) 

- 25A(A)e, K-xP^+x + P^-iP£+i) •    (4.39) 

Owing to (4.22) and 

1 - PanPt>n = (1 - PajAn + Pan(n " An) + (1 " P^)^ " AJ,      (4-40) 

the right-hand side of (4.39) tends to zero as n ->► oo. 

By definition, we can write ^ (H[anjbn]) of (4.38) as 

e0 (HlanK]) = u, (plPihfn_hanp?n)+enhfn,an+l)+ep{KU0 

+ - (C«-i,6n<) + - (^<*<,M) •       (4-41) 

The first term in the right-hand side is written as 

- Kosf-i,..^) = ^ {pLnti-^pw - *z-i)) 
+ - (PLPZJg-i^PZtZ-i) ■   (4-42) 

This first term in the right-hand side is vanishing as an -> -oo from (4.23), 

and the second term also is vanishing because Kn-i}anPanPan-i = 0- There- 

fore the first term u (p^P^nh^_lanP^ of (4.41) is vanishing. Similarly 

the fourth term in the right-hand side of (4.41) is vanishing as 6n -> +oo. 
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The fifth term in the right-hand side of (4.41) tends to zero as n —)• oo. 
To show this, we introduce a resolution of the identity 

a = C-i<+i + C-iOi - j£+1) + (i - iZ-iK+i 
+ (ll-jPa«_1)(ll-P£+1).    (4.43) 

Owing to this and (4.23), we have only to show that 

is vanishing in the limit n -^ oo. But this is identically zero for all a, /? = ±. 
The rest are the second and the third terms in the right-hand side of 

(4.41). We treat only the second term because the third one is treated in 
the same way. To begin with, we note the following: From Lemma 3.1 and 
Lemma 4.3 we obtain 

^[an + l.bn-ll^n+l^n-^   * ' '   )Pan + lPbn-l)  ~ ^ +1 ^ _l] (' ' ' ) 

< fj, exp [—1/ min{—an, bn}]    (4.45) 

for some positive constants ^,zy, and min{—an:bn} represents the distance 
of the position of the center of the kink to the origin. Combining (4.45) with 

PZPZ+Xian+iP?nP?n+i = 0    for all a, fi = ±, (4.46) 

we get the desired result ^a^(h^a +1) -> 0 as an -> —oo.  This concludes 
the proof of limsupn E[anibn](uj) < 0. 

c) We can now complete the proof as follows.  From the asymptotics it 
follows that there is a sequence en I 0 such that 

\«>[*n,bnM)  -     E    ^(C-1< + 1^)|   <  *»P|| (4-47) 

for all A G A[anjny This implies that there are four subsequences of states 
defined by 

a0 _ U(Pank-\Pbnk+lAP2nk-lPbnk+l) 
Uk    \A) — — 

UP?      +PZ    .A 

with the following properties: 

w*- lim u«p = ua(5 exists, 

w*- lim 
a,l3=± 

= 0,    with t^ > 0, 

pPfuaP      \ _ lim wH/i!X+1) = 0    for all x G Z. 
k—>oo ' 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 
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The last property (4.51) follows from the above results in parts a and b. To 
see this, we note that 

where we have used the decompositions (4.29) of the Hamiltonian H^by 
The second term in the right-hand side is vanishing as ank -> —oo,bnk —> 
+oo from the asymptotics and the definition (4.30) of SW^,. Combining 
these observations with (4.50) and with the results of parts a and b, i.e., 
u)(H[anjn]) -> 0 as an -> ~oo,6n -> +oo, we have 

x=anfc— 1 

(4.53) 

This implies (4.51) because /i^+1 > 0 for all a,/3 = ± and for all x G Z. 
As the convex decomposition (4.15), if it exists, is unique, its terms must 

be proportional to the a;Q^ because of (4.50). The property (4.51) identifies 
the UJ^P as the known zero-energy states, which proves the statement ii) of 
Theorem 4.4. The statement i) follows from ii). □ 

5    Proof of Theorem 2.2 

The proof of the absence of non-translation-invariant ground states in the 
isotropic case is similar to the proof in the anisotropic case (Theorem 4.4). It 
differs from it in two points. The first difference is that in the isotropic case 
all ground states turn out to be zero energy ground states for the same local 
Hamiltonians. This simplifies the proof. The second difference, however, 
makes the proof more subtle than in the anisotropic case. This is due to 
the broken continuous rotation symmetry. The possible asymptotics of pure 
ground states now depend on two continuous parameters, which can be taken 
to be two angles: (#,</>) = ft E S2. For the same reason the excitation 
spectrum is gapless and, therefore, the method of proof followed in [9] cannot 
be adapted to the isotropic case. 

The state of a single spin pointing in the direction fi is represented by 
the vector 

|fi> := U(Q) \S), (5.1) 

where 

[/(ft):=e-^(Vie5(2), (5.2) 
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and 15) is the normalized eigenvector of S'^3) satisfying S'^3) |5) = 5|5). It 
follows that the vectors 

U(Sl)\S),    ties2 (5.3) 

span the (25 + l)-dimensional irreducible unitary representation of SU(2). 
For the same reason the vectors 

WA := <g)(|fl»* (5-4) 
xeA 

span the maximum total spin subspacefor any finite volume A C Z. It is also 
straightforward to check that the orthogonal projection onto the subspace 
of maximal total spin, PA? can be written as [18] 

PA:=^|^|^QA(0), (5.5) 

where, as usual, dQ, = s'mOdQdcf), and 

QA(fi) = ®(|fi><fi|)x- (5-6) 
x£A 

It is obvious from the form of the isotropic Hamiltonian ((3.6) with 
A = 1) that zero-energy states are supported by the maximum total spin 
subspace on each finite volume, which is permutation invariant. It follows 
immediately that all zero-energy ground states of this Hamiltonian are trans- 
lation invariant. Therefore, for the proof of Theorem 2.2 it is sufficient to 
show that all ground states are zero-energy states for this Hamiltonian. By 
Theorem 2.3, and the fact that the local interactions are non-negative, this 
will follow if we prove that for any ground state 

lim£?AM = 0, (5.7) 

where E^{UJ) is defined in (4.20). By Lemma 4.1 we have to do this for any 
UJ with left and right asymptotics such that 

lim   u)(l - PA+X) = 0 (5.8) 
x—>-±oo 

for all finite A C Z. To do this we follow the same strategy as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1: we need to construct local modifications of an arbitrary ground 
state to that have arbitrarily low energy. This will be done by inserting 
a long-wavelength spin-wave state that gradually turns the spin from f2~ 
to f2+, conditioned upon the asymptotic orientation to the left and to the 
right being fi_ and £)+ respectively. The sum over the possible asymptotic 
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behaviors appearing in the proof of Theorem 2.1 will here become an integral 
over fi_ and 0+. Some care has to be taken with the conditioning in order 
not to spoil the energy estimates, which need to be done carefully, too. A 
quick estimate produces useless bounds. Now, we fill in the technical details 
of the proof sketched above. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2: 
As explained above we want to show (5.7). Due to the non-negative inter- 
action we only need to show 

limsupEA^) < 0. (5.9) 

Let a; be a ground state. We will construct a trial state u/ which coincides 
with u outside a finite interval A = [a, b]. We will use a corridor of m sites to 
perform the conditioning. Therefore, let m > 1 be such that b — a + 1 > 2m. 
The state a/ is then defined by 

"':= / dn+1dfr C£-m] ® <£-™r + ""'       (5-10) 

where rjr ' , ,, Ur .' 6_m]c, and u" are non-negative functionals on 

*4[a+m,&-m]7 ^[a+m,&-m]c> and A, respectively, defined as follows. For conve- 
nience put A = [a + m, b — m]. 

^"(••■)--t)A((yf^)*(...)^+'n"),        (5.ii) 

where a;. ^ is the state with Sx = S for all x G A, and K ' is the unitary 
defined by 

Vt := exp 
A 

• exp 

b—m . b—m 

-ir   £   S<3) - i (^ -r)   J2   (x-a- m)S^ 
x=a+m x=a-\-m 

b—m . b—m 

-iO-   Y,   SW-j(9+-9-)   Yl   (x-a-m)^ 
x=a+m x=a-\-m 

(5.12) 

with L = b - a - 2m, and ^± = (6^, ^±) 

2 
jgfl-(_  _) := ^2^H.^  ^ (Q[fl|fl+m_1](ft-)Q[6_TlH.1|6](ft+)(• • • ) 

•Q[a,a+m-l](^-)Q[6-m+l16](^
+)),      (5-13) 
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where QA^) is defined in (5.6). 

u)"( •-):= utk( • ■ •) ® ukc ((1 - P[aja+m_1]P[6_m+lj6])( • • •) 

•(1 - P[a,a+m-l}P[b-m+lM)) '      (5-14) 

with P[k,i] defined in (5.5). 

Note that in the state 77^ ' the orientation of spins gradually rotate 

from fi~ on the left to ft+ on the right. Due to the known asymptotics 
of any ground state, the state UJ* ' , up to normalization, represents u 

conditioned upon the spins having orientation 0~ on the sites a,... , a+m—1 
and ft+ on the sites b — m +1,... ,6. In finite volume all this is approximate, 
and the term u/' is exactly the correction needed to reproduce u on the 
complement of A. 

Before making the energy estimates, we first verify this fact, i.e., check 
that u'(A) = u;(A) for all A G A^c.   Note that the projection operators 

Pfaa+m-l], P[b-m+l,b]i  Q[a,a+m-l] (^_h  and Q[6-m+l,6](fi+)  are elements of 
the algebra AAn^c, and therefore commute with any A G AA

C
 by the defini- 

tions. This fact and the definitions given above suffice to check the following 
for all A G AAC. 

UJ'{A) = Idn+ I d^-7f}^n~{t)ufc^~{A)+J,{A) 

=  i2171^1)    /^+/^~^(Q[a,a+m-l](^-)Q[6-m+l,6](fi+)^) 

+ uj({i - P[a?a+m_1]P[6_m+l35])A) 

= ^{P[a,a+m-l]P[b-m+l,b}^) + ^((1 " P^a+m-l^-m+M])^) 

= u>(A). 
(5.15) 

Next, we estimate the energy of u/. By definition, we have 

u'(HAuaA) = J dn+ J dQ-r,^+'a~ {HK) 

+1 <m+1 dn- [u£'n~ (ha_ha) + ^c
+'n" (hbMl) 

b a+m—1 

+   Y,   u"(hx,x+i)+   Yl   ""(Kx+x)- (5.16) 
x—b—m x=a—l 

First, we estimate 77^ ' [H^. Due to the rotation invariance this 

quantity depends only on the angle between Or and fi+. Therefore we can 
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consider the case 9+ = 6,6~ = </>+ = (f)~ = 0. The energy is then given by 
the usual spin wave energy: 

b-m—l 

x=a-\-m 

= S2L [l - cos(e/L)] . (5.17) 

This implies 

rjjp"" (i?A) -> 0, as L = 6 - a - 2m -+ oo. (5.18) 

Therefore the first integral in the right-hand side of (5.16) vanishes in the 
limit A t Z. 

Next consider the second integral in the right-hand side of (5.16). Using 
the definitions (5.5), (5.6), and (5.13), we have 

J<m+Jdn-u>i£fl~(hbj>+1) 

/ dO,+uj(Q[b_m+itb](Q.+)hbib+iQ[b_m+itb](Q,+)P[aja+m_lj) 

V      47r~ S d^+Q[b~m+^(fi+),l^iQ[6-m+i)6](^
+)) •      (5-19) 

2mS + l 
47r 

/2m5 + l 

The operator 

2m5 + l 
47r 

Jdn+Q[b_m+lM(n+)hbtb+1Q[b_m+lM(n+) (5.20) 

commutes with SU(2) rotations. Therefore, as any weak limit a;075, b —> 00, 
is supported by the highest spin irreducible representation of SU(2), the limit 
b -> 00 of (5.19) is given by 

/ dficot (Q[iJm](fi)^m>m+lO[l,m](fi)) '     t5'21) 

2m5 + l 

2m5 + l 
47r 

Here again a;^ is the state determined by UJ^SX  ) = 5, for all x e Z. The 
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right-hand side of (5.21) can easily be calculated: 

2ms+1 
4^ /   dfiwt(<2[l)m](^)frm)m+lQ[l,m](^)) 

2mS + l   f.ne/2f      e\AmS n a. 
  / dQ S   I cos - 1       (1 - cos 6) 

S2(2mS + l)   r      .   Jl + coSe\
2mS M -■/    wsin^ I  I       (1 — cos0) 

o       ■,• (5-22) m5 +1 v      ^ 
Clearly this quantity vanishes as m —>• oo. The contribution in the second 
term of (5.16) coming form the left asymptotics can be estimated in the 
same way. Therefore, we have shown 

2 

S2 

lim   lim    lim    [ (m
+ f dST [^+'n"(/la_1   ) + a;?c

+'n_(/l6)6+1) -0. 

(5.23) 

Finally, we consider the two summations in the right-hand side of (5.16). 
Note that 

1 — P[a,a+m-l}P[b-m+l,b] = ^a+m-l] (1 — -P[6-m+l,&]) 

+ (1 - J3[a,a+m-l])JD[6-m+l,6] + (1 - P[a,a+m-l})(^ " ^[6-m+l,6])-     (5-24) 

Combining this with (5.8) and (5.14), we can conclude 

b a+m—1 

lim    lim     S^   w,f(hx x+i) = 0, and   lim    lim     V^.   ^"(/ix^+i) = 0 
a—)- — oo    ^-—^ ' 6-4ooa—>■—oo    ^-—^ ' 6^-00 a^- — oo    ^-—^ ' 6-^ooa—>■—oo 

x—b—m x=a—1 

for a fixed m. 
Combining (5.16), (5.18), (5.23), and (5.25), we obtain 

(5.25) 

lim   lim    lim   ic/(i?AudA) = 0- (5.26) 
77i—>oo 6—)-oo a—>•—oo 

This implies (5.9). □ 
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